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synopsis 

A new method, using asymptotically stationary states, is developed to calculate 
the S-matrix for the scattering of a non-relativistic particle by the bound state of two 
other particles. For the scattering with breakup of this bound state, we obtain a 
simplified form of the Faddeev integral equations. 

It is then shown that all scattering processes without breakup of the bound state 
can be simply connected to the process where possible excitation or deexcitation of the 
bound state but no particle exchange occurs. The scattering amplitude for these 
processes satisfies a two-particle Lippmann-Schwinger equation with a compact 
kernel. It is in a form where all quantities have a clear physical meaning, so that it 

is well suited as a starting point for the application of approximation methods. 

$ 1. Introdtiction. Fad d e e v l-4) has shown that the quantum mechanical 
problem of scattering of a particle by a bound state of two other particles 
can be formulated mathematically in such a way that the equations have 

a unique solution. Afterwards many authors 5-s) have tried to extend 
Faddeev’s work and describe it in more physical terms. The latter, however, 

was in our opinion not always successfull. 
We believe that the method developed in the previous papers) provides 

a simple way of presenting the physics involved in three-particle scattering 
There we used the asymptotically stationary (a.s.) states, first introduced 
by Van Ho Vera), to describe the possible outgoing states, in terms of 
which the S-matrix could be defined uniquely. The advantage of this 
method is that S can be considered as a unitary operator which connects the 
free ingoing and the free outgoing states. This does not hold in the usual 
treatment, where the products of three plane wave states are taken as the 
basis of the Hilbert space. Since the a.s. states form an overcomplete set the 
expansion of the stationary scattering states in terms of these a.s. states 
is not unique. The scattering amplitudes are therefore not uniquely defined, 
except on the energy shell (as was shown in ref. 9), where they determine 
the S-matrix. This property reflects the fact that only at large distances 
from the reaction region we can tell the probabilities with which certain 
particle states occur. In the reaction region we cannot distinguish between 
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free and bound particles. It is therefore only natural to adjust the formu- 
lation of the scattering problem to this situation. The purpose of the present 
paper is to show how, in spite of the indeterminateness of the expansion 
coefficients, the scattering amplitudes on the energy shell can be calculated 
uniquely. We find that our equations are simpler and more transparent than 

the ones derived before. Especially the equations for the elastic amplitudes 
do not mix the different channels and can be considered as the equations 

for two-particle scattering. 
After the precise definition of the as. states (§ 2), we define in section 

3 new scattering amplitudes and derive the equations which they satisfy. 
Section 4 and 5 are then devoted to a more detailed examination of the 

equations for the inelastic and elastic scattering amplitudes respectively. 
In section 4 the decoupling procedure of Faddeev has to be used. In the 
last section we give our conclusions together with a brief comparison with 

the work of Lovelacea). 

9 2. The asymptotically stationary (a.s.) states ad the S-matrix. We 
consider a system of spinless particles of three different kinds, 1, 2, and 3. 

We suppose that we have only two-particle interactions, so that the total 
hamiltonian is : 

H = Ho + i vi (2.1) 
i=l 

With Ho the total kinetic energy and Vi the potential energy between 

particles j and k(i # j # k # i). 
We introduce the following notation: 
I{+ a$) is a three-particle eigenstate of Ho with corresponding energy 

E({a)i %) = E(+ + &,‘ . cc% refers to the i-th particle and {a}6 is the set of the 

other two particles {a}6 = aj, ak (i # j # k # i). Thus &la)r = E,, + E,_ with 
E,, the kinetic energy of the i-th particle. 

IAiai> is a three-particle eigenstate of Hi = Ho + Vs with corresponding 

energy w(A~ag) = E,, + E,*. The quantumnumber Ai refers to the boundstate 

of particles j and k, and E,( is the energy of this state (kinetic energy- 

binding energy). 
It is easy to see that the states I{a>i ai> and IA& (i = 1, 2, 3) are the 

asymptotically orthonormal states of reference 9. They form an overcomplete 
set because they will be linearly dependent of each other in the sense that 
the states I{a}i CC~> form a complete set, and the states jAtas> can always be 
written as a linear combination of the states i( ai> : 

IAm> = / Fi({a)i Ai) I{a}i ai> (2.2) 

The integration is over the variables {cc}6 = aj, ak (i # j # k # i) and the 
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expansion coefficients F~({cL}~ At) satisfy the Schrodinger-equation: 

with the notation: lG({c+ I {CQ = <@>i I VA {“‘>2>’ 
(We note that the functions Fi((a}t As) are just the boundstate wave 

functions, which are independent of the variable at). Furthermore we have 
the orthonormality relation : 

We now define a unitary S-matrix in the same way as was done in the 
previous articles). We expand the stationary scattering state (A&* into 
our overcomplete states : 

-Ii s Gi(Aiah IAiat) 
k=l w(Aiai) - w(Aia() _i ia 

Viai> (2.5) 

a,‘ak’ 

( fi means also a summation over the discrete variables) 
(& (aiaiaj (A jag) and C,$(A ;aiIAgai) being functions of o(Atai)). The f 
sign refers to two different continuations off the energy-shell in order that 
the integrals exist (E being small positive and has to be taken E 1 0) and 
also to formulate the unitary relations. We make the important remark 
that the coefficients C,$ and & in (2.5) are not uniquely determined 
because of our overcomplete basic set, but one can showg) that on the 
energy-shell they do have a unique value and this is the only quantity which 
is of physical importance. 

It is the main purpose of this paper to give a procedure by which the 
on-shell values of the transition amplitudes C$ and & may be calculated. 
The matrixelements of the S-matrix, which are relevant in this case, are 
given by (see also ref. 9) : 

- 2niC&(A;a; lAgat) d(co(ATa;) - o(Agaf)) (2.6) 

S(aiasa$ /Agag) = -2niD,f(aiaga$ JAia() S(E(a~a$a$) - co(Aiag)) (2.7) 

Formula (2.6) gives the S-matrix for the process in which particle i is 
scattered by a bound state of the two other particles, and ends up with 
particle j free and the two remaining particles bound. 

Cz is the transition amplitude for this process. Also, formula (2.7) gives 
the process in which particle i breaks up the bound state of the other two 
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particles, giving three free particles in the final state. Thus 0: is the corre- 
sponding transition amplitude. These are the only possible transitions for 

our system of three particles. 
In ref. 9 it is proved that the S-matrix defined in (2.6) and (2.7) is 

unitary, which implies the following reciprocity relations: 

(CA)* = C; (D,i+)* = a; (2.8) 

We remark that unitarity meansg): 

SS+(A~a~ IAiai) = S+S(A;L$ IAjcrd) = &,5 S(ar - ai) X 

+ J S+(ATay I aiaia$) S(aiaiai 1 Atat) 
cf1’a*‘a3 

(2.9) 

$3. Basic integral eqzcatiorts. We now derive equations which determine 
completely the transition amplitudes occurring in the expressions (2.6) and 

(2.7) for the S-matrix elements. To do this we use the Schrijdinger equation 
for the scattering state IA(a 

II I Am>+ = w(Am) IAw>+ (3.1) 

Taking the scalar products with the asymptotic orthonormal states Iaia~af) 

resp. IA~a~> gives us: 

<aia$a$ IHI Agai>+ = w(dtai)<aia$a$ ILlsat>+ 

<A;a; IHI Agai>+ = o(Acar) <A;a,” lAgat>+ 

(i = j is not excluded) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

To proceed further we need some matrixelements of the total hamiltonian 
between the various asymptotic orthonormal states. It is easy to see that 
the following relations hold : 

<aiaga$ IHI a;aka& = ii18(al - ai) E(aiahah) f w(aia!iaiiIafa8ah) (3.4) 

with the notation: W = Cz,i V/Z 

<A%a; IHI aiaiah) = 6(a; - ai) Fi*({a’}i A;) co(A~a5) + Wg(A;a~Iaiaia&) (3.5) 

with: Wt = x VI 
2, Z#i 

<ATaT IHI Ala;) = o(Aiai) <A;a; I Aaa;> + Wt(Aya; 1 Aiai) (3.6) 

We are able now to write down explicitely the equations (3.2) and (3.3) 
using the expression (2.5) for the scattering state /Ata&+. First we define 
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the following transformation 

f 
C,&(A Iai I Am) Fk({a’)k A i) 

(3.7) 
k=l w(Ai&) - ul(A~cr$) - i& 

Ak' 

We do so because we want to construct an equation which determines the 
transition amplitude .& on the energy shell, so we have to eliminate the 
other transitionamplitudes. The importance of this transformation lies in 
the fact that on the energy shell the transition amplitude _& equal sD$. 
Thus, when we can calculate Dz, we immediately can write down the ex- 
pression for the corresponding S-matrixelement (2.7). Using the transforma- 
tion (3.7) in the expression (2.5) we find from (3.2) after some calculation 
the following integral equation for Dz: 

I ~i(aiaiah I A tat) - 
E(aia&a$) - o(A(at) - ie 

W(aia~af ) aiaha$) (3.8) 

Lxl’a*‘aS’ 

It should be noted that the same equation (3.8) would have been obtained 
if we had put C,& in (2.5) equal to zero. For this reason and because the 
states lala2ag> form a complete orthonormal set, we expect (3.8) to have a 
unique solution. The kernel of the integral equation (3.8) is not compact, 
because of the appearence of different S-functions in the expression 
W(aia~a$Iaia~a$) which cannot be separated out. This is a well-known 
difficulty which we shall treat later on(see 3 4). We will now attack equation 
(3.3) by defining the following transformation: 

Again we want to eliminate the irrelevant transition amplitudes, viz. 
Bt (aiaiaj ( Acai) and C&(Aiai 1 A iat with k # j). Using (3.9) in formula ) 

(2.5) we get: 

l&w>+ = l&a> - 
s 

%(ai&S I A tad 
E(aiaia$ - co(Agaa) - ia ‘aiaia’) 

(Xl’bl’bB’ 

s C/i (Ajail &ad - 
w(A~aj) - w(A~a~) - ic 

IAiaj> (3.10) 

A,‘aj’ 
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Analogous to the transformation (3.7) we define: 
- 

+ [co(Ay$) - co(AiaJ] 
s 

Dp({a’), a; (A iat) Fi”((cY’}j A;) 

E({cr’}j a;, - co(A+Y~) - iE 
(3.11) 

(a% 

Using the transformations (3.10) and (3.11) in equation (3.3) we get the 

equation : 

Cji(A;ay 1 Ajai) = Wi(Ayay Idtat) - 
- 

s 

%(Aiai I &4 - 
w(Ajaj) - o(Aaai) - is 

Wj(A;ay 

Aj’Cij’ 

(3.12) 

Where Tji(A;a; / Aiai) is an abbreviation for the following expression : 

T;li(A;aT I AtaO = 
s 

DdaiabaS I Am) 

E(aiaha$) - m(Ajat) - is 
Wj(A;ay 1 aiaha$) 

(3.13) 

The expression between curly brackets, and therefore the T;I~ itself, does not 

vanish because the two particle boundstates do not form a complete set 
for the two-particle problem. It is clear from equation (3.11) that on the 
energyshell the transition amplitude C; equals cji. In order to construct 
our S-matrix element (2.6) uniquely it is therefore sufficient to show that 
(3.12) has only one solution. This is done by proving that Tjg is uniquely 

determined. For that purpose we note that, using (3.7) and (3.9), the 

following relation holds : 

- [E(aia~af) - w(Aiai)] s CT: (A/a; / Atat) Fj({a”};r Aj) 

w(Aja;) - o(Agai) - ic 
(3.14) 

A5’ 

Putting this into the expression (3.13) for Tgj we get the following result : 

Tji(A;a; 1 Atag) = s Dt(ai&h I Am) 
E(aiahab) - w(Adat) - in 

Wj(ATay 1 aiahah) - (3.15) 

a,‘aa’as’ 

- 
s 

Wj(A;a; I Ajai) FT({a’>r Ai) 
1 

Ai’ 

Since Dg is uniquely determined by (3.8) the same is true for TJ~. Because of 
the different transformations leading to equation (3.12) and the term Tjt 
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(dependent on Di) we see that the transition amplitude CL on the energy- 

shell depends on all the other off-shell transition amplitudes. It may seem 

strange that the elastic amplitudes depend on the inelastic ones, but a 
closer investigation of the term Tji, even under threshold, will clarify this 
dependence (see section 5). 

3 4. Investigation of equation (3.8). We already mentioned that the 

kernel of equation (3.8) is not compact. Due to this difficulty we cannot 
apply Fredholm’s theory and we; have to rewrite the equation in another 

form. This we will do using the method introduced by Faddeevl)s)a)d) 
and applied by Lovelaces)6), Weinberg7) and Rosenbergs). 

Instead of (3.8) we consider the equation 

D~(aia~a$I ala2a3) = W~(a;a~a$ / alagag) - 

s Di(ai&S I aia2a3) - 
E(aiaba&) - m(Agai) - ie 

W(aiaga$I aia~a$), (4.1) 

a1’aa’aa’ 

which defines the function Dg(aiasa$I ala2ag). 

Using (2.2) it is seen immediately that the solution of (3.8) is then given 

by 
Dt(aiagag 1 Agad) = J D~(aia~a$I ala2ag) Ft({a}iAJ 

{dr 

In operator form equation (4.1) reduces to 

D&) = wi - WA(z) Q(z), (4.2) 

for z --f a(Adat) + in. We furthermore have used the notation 

A (z) 1 aiaia$> = [E(aiaba$) - z]-l /aiaba$>. (4.3) 

The solution of equation (4.2) can be written in the form 

D&z) = wz - D(z) A(z) W& (4.4) 

if D(z) satisfies the equation 

D(z) = w - WA(z) D(z) (4.5) 

This is the equation in which the “dangerous d-functions” occur in their 
purest form. With Faddeev we transform it as follows. 

The functions Dl(z) for I = 1, 2, 3 are defined as the solutions of the 
equations 

- 
a(z) = vz - VzA(z) Dz(z) (I = 1) 2, 3) (4.6) 

They can be expressed in terms of the two-particle scattering amplitudes 
tl(z) as follows 

<aia%aS P%(z)1 ala2a3> = S(a; - az) <{a’}z tz(z)I(a}z>. (4.7) 
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t&) describes the scattering of particles Fz and m(k # m # I # K), but at 
an energy z = ~(APx~) which in general is not equal to the energy E,~ + E,_ 
of the state I{&>. Faddeev has shown that D(z) can be written in the form 

D(z) = D”‘(Z) + P(z) + P’(z) 9 

so that D(‘$z) has the same d-singularity as Dl(z). 
Equation (4.5) was then shown to be equivalent to (see also appendix) 

with 

U(z) = D2(2) 
i 

0 i&(z) B,(z) 
0 I&(z) 

D3(4 D3(2) 0 ) 

Now we could further apply Faddeev’s methoda)J), who proved that the 
square of the kernel U is compact. If we assume that the potentials are 
separable, as e.g. in the work of Lovelaces). it can be shown that, under 
certain conditions, the kernel U itself is of the Hilbert-Schmidt type. 

We observe that the integral equation (4.8) only contains the two-particle 
scattering amplitudes, but that the potentials still occur, viz. in equation 
(4.4). This equation also shows that for the determination of D&Y) we only 
need some integral over D(z). 

The function D(z) contains therefore much more information than we 
need at this stage. It determines e.g. also the amplitudes for elastic scattering. 
For these, however, we will derive separate equations in the next section. 
We will therefore now apply Faddeev’s method directly to equation (4.2). 
Writing D&z) as 

D&) = @i’(z) + @2)(z) + 0$‘(z), 

it is found that these functions can be chosen so as to satisfy the equation 

D$“(z) a(z) 
Di2’(z) = &(z) - 

Ii 1 D13’(z) 0 

0 
- &(z) 

( 

0 

a@) 
m) %q4(r) p;El)(i+k+,,, (4.9) 
G(z) 0 

where the functions &(z), m = i, k, I, are again defined by (4.6). 
The proof is very much the same as that of the appendix. The singularities 

in D&) are seen to be those of Dl(z) and &(z) and these are indeed the 
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same as those of Wt in (4.4). Substitution of 

Q”‘(2) = --D&) A(z)(D;r’(z) + Q2’(2)) (4.10) 

into the other two equations of (4.9) leads to 

(3:;) = (ii) + (;sf _ & ;st-- dl) A @)) (4.11) 

Instead of the Faddeev equation (4.8) we now have to solve the simpler 
equation (4.11) for i = 1, 2, 3. 

Another advantage over the calculation of D&) by way of (4.4) is that 
the potentials have been eliminated and that only a knowledge of the 
two-particle scattering amplitudes (off their energy-shell) is required. 

§ 5. Investigation of epation (3.12). Let us assume that for z = w(A(c~~) + 
+ ie we have solved D&) from the equations of the preceding section. We 
can then perform the integrations in equation (3.15) and obtain T&l;ay ]A+Y~). 

Formally equation (3.15) can be written as 

where 

is the projection operator on the subspace spanned 
In the same way equation (3.12) can be written as 

(5.1) 

F-3 

by the states ]Ajo$. 

with 
A,(z) IA&;> = [o(&Yj) - 21-r ]A+;> (5.4) 

Both (5.1) and (5.3) must be considered as multiplied by <Aya,“l on the left- 
and /Asal> on the right hand side. Equation (5.3) can be reduced in the 
following way. Define the function C,(z) as the solution of the equation 

C,(z) = w, - W&(z) P&,(z) (5.5) 

which is a shorthand notation for 

<A;aT 1 Cj(Z)l Ajaj) = <Ayar IWjl Ajaj) - 

s 

<A;a; IWjl Ajai><&aj ICj(z) I Ajaj> - 
o(Ajaj) - z 

A,‘a,’ 

(5.6) 

It is than seen immediately that 
. 

W) = wt - Tji(Z) - C,(z) A&) Pj(W, - Tjt(Z)) 

is the solution of (5.3). 

(5.7) 
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In order to evaluate this expression only an integration over the function 
C&) is involved. Equation (5.5) or (5.6) describes the scattering of a particle 
of the type j by the other two particles in a bound state. We stress that 
there is no exchange with one of the bound particles, nor break up of the 
bound state. 

The only allowed processes are elastic scattering or excitation or deexcita- 
tion of the bound state. It must be noted, however, that the energy of the 
initial state is not w(A~aj), but is equal to z, which approaches co(Aiai) + is. 

C,(z) must therefore be calculated off its energy shell. 
Formula (5.7) shows the position of three types of branch points in c’jg(z). 

One given by the zero’s of Aj(z) and corresponds to the opening of channels 
for excited states. Another type comes from the branchpoints of Tj~(z) as 
caused by the zero’s of A(z). This is connected with the opening of the 
breakup channel. The branchpoints of Di(z) give, through (5.1), rise to a 
third type of branchpoint in (?ri(z). These originate from the singularities 
in Dl(z) and Dk(z), (see (4.7)) as it should, because it might happen e.g. 
channel 1 # j opens up before j does and this should be reflected in the 
scattering amplitude for i + j. 

Faddeev’s reduction technique, as used in section 4, can also be applied 
to equation (5.5). For that purpose we introduce the scattering amplitudes 
E&) and EL(Z) as the solutions of the equations 

El(z) = Vz - V&(z) J’$z(z) (i#k#f#f) 

E&) = Vfi - V&(Z) P$&) 
(5.8) 

From these equations one sees that El(z) describes how the particle j is 
scattered by the bound state of k and 1 for the case that j interacts only 
with particle k. In Ek(z) there is only interaction between j and 1. It can be 
shown that C,(z) can be written as 

C,(z) = CJi’(z) + c;?‘(z) 

where the two functions in the right hand side must be solved from the 
equation 

Actually this reduction is not necessary since the matrix elements 
<ATa; IW,l Ajaj), occurring in (5.6) do not contain “dangerous &functions”, 
as was the case in equation (3.8). Although, therefore, the structure of the 
equations (5.8) is not different from that of equation (5.5) is there may be 
practical reasons why (5.8) should be prefgrred. Since in El(z) j and I do 
not interact it could e.g. happen ‘that under certain conditions, El(z) is 
simply related to the two-particle amplitude for j-k scattering. In that 
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case we do not have to know the potentials in order to solve (5.9). We cannot 

do completely without potentials, however, because they turn up again in 

equation (5.7). 

3 6. Con&sions. In this and the previous articlea) we have formulated 
the scattering by composite systems in more physical terms than has been 

done before. The asymptotically stationary (a.s.) states, as first introduced 
by Van Hovela), offer a natural tool for a definition of the S-matrix. Since 

the a.s. states form an overcomplete set, the scattering amplitudes are not 
unique. It was showna), however, that the S-matrix was well defined and 
satisfied unitarity. Although in principle the calculation of scattering cross 

sections was now solved, we still had to give a procedure for the determina- 
tion of S. For this we should solve the scattering problem and here we had to 

face the problem of non-uniqueness of the scattering amplitudes. This 
problem was solved in the present paper for the special case of three particles, 

any two of which may form bound states. By some simple transformations 

new amplitudes for elastic and inelastic scattering were introduced and it 
was shown that these could be determined uniquely from some integral 
equations. We, of course, encounter also the “dangerous &functions” but 

these are eliminated using the method of Faddeevi). 
Our conclusions can be summed up in the following remarks: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Three-particle unitarity is satisfied. 

After Faddeev’s reduction, our equation for the inelastic scattering 
amplitude (4.11) is simpler than in ref. 6. This is caused by the use of 
the transformation (3.7) and also by the use of a.s. states which offer 

a simple apparatus for describing the observable quantities in a scattering 

process. 

The equations like (5.5) for the elastic scattering amplitides are ordinary 
“two-particle” scattering equations in which no particle exchange occurs. 
For practical purposes an ansatz for Tji could be made. This must be 
done in such a way that it incorporates other processes. 

From the equations of section 5 we see that it would be quite natural 
to use composite particle models. 

Equation (5.3) can be written as a “two-particle” Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation. The “potential” occurring in this equation can be obtained 
from the function T&J and has all the features of an optical potential. 

It is not necessary to assume that the two-particle potentials are se- 
parable in order to obtain simple equations. Although the occurrence 
of potentials in our equation (5.7) is a disadvantage, our equations have 
a simpler form than the ones obtained in the literature, where the 
potentials have been eliminated. 
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7. We have derived our equations only for the case of three distinct 
particles and under the assumption that any pair can form bound states. 
By trivial changes the method can be applied to all other cases. 

APPENDIX 

We will show that the solution of the equation 

D(z) = w - WA(z) D(z) (A.1) 

with W = CL1 I’l, can be written as D(z) = J$=i OCz’ (z) where OCz’ (z) 
are solutions of 

@;;:;3) = EiE) - k;;;; ;l;;; i”:‘) A(z) E;;%B) (A.2) 

and where Dl(z) is the solution of 

B,(z) = vz - VIA(Z) DI(Z), (I = 1, 2, 3) (A.3) 

From (A.3) follows 
Tr, = &(z)[I - A(z) Q(z)]-1 

Defining D(‘)(z) as the solution of the equations 

(A.4) 

P’(z) = vt - VJ(z) ; U’(z) (A.5) 
i=1 

we see by summing over I that D(z) = C,“=, D”‘(z) satisfies (A. 1). In order 
to show that (A.5) is equivalent with (A.2) we replace VI in (A.5) by the 
expression in (A.4) and multiply (A.5) on the left by 

Dl(Z)[IT - A(z) &(z)][is,(z)]-1 = I - D&Z) A(z). 

We obtain 

[I - Dl(Z) A(z)] P’(z) = DI(Z) - &(Z) A(z) $Y~)(*). 

This is indeed the same equation as (A.2). 
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